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B,A,S,S memberMattSpence reflectson bass fishinginlreland, acountrythatvaluesits
sport-fish andits angling tourism industry

tanding on a rocky platform
as the surf washes my feet,
I fling a lure towards the
dawn. Thefirst glimmerof the
autumn sun seen in the night

sky ignites the whole eastern horizon.

At my side are my two angling
companions, Marc and lan, both
engrossed in their efforts to catch a

bass. As I fish I watch as they cover the
water with their plugs, adding subtle
variations to each retrieve.

I know their sense of expectation is

as high as my own; not only because of
the conditions and time of day, but also
because we are fishing in lrelind, a place
where fantasy can become reality when
you hook a huge bass.

The prospect of a monster depends
on your definition of what you think
is a massive bass, yet the difference
between UK bass fishing and what
happens in lreland appears to grow year
by year, and my chances of hooking
something remarkable are far greater
on the western side of the lrish Sea.

The UK bass population structure has
clearly changed over the past decade.
There may be a good head of schoolies
of Zlb to 3lb in the English and Welsh
waters lfish, but specimens over 5lb are
increasingly rare.

My own records show that L0 years
ago I could expect one in five bass I
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caught in British waters on lures to weigh
over 5lb. Now l'm lucky if its one in 20.

Irishmakeus snile!
ln lreland the situation is different. The
enlightened lrish philosophy overthe past
20 years has been to manage bass stocks
to promote angling tourism.

This has resulted in measures such as a
total ban on commercial exploitation and
a limit of nruo fish taken for the table per
day, with a minimum take size of 40cm.

The effectiveness of such policies on
both the structure of the lrish stock and
the prospects of the visiting angler are
again hinted at in my catch records, as
every third lrish bass I catch nowadays is
at least5lb.

Of course, the magical double-figure
bass still remains a novelty and a cause for
celebration, yet for each of the past five
years when visiting here for a week during
autumn I have either photographed for
others, or been pictured holding, one or
more bass over the 10lb mark.

As the tide rises, the waves begin to try
and push me off the boulder I am perched
on, I decide to retreat to a higher rock,
then begin casting again.

Itwitch the lure twice before a sudden
pulse of energy jolts through braid and
rod and into my body, switching on my
most primitive senses. 0n this occasion,
however, the attack results in no hook-up,
only raised expectations and heart rate.

Despite a conviction I am just about to
catch, I still turn to watch lan fishing to my

left. As he winds his lure towards his feef
there is a sudden boil of gold in the water
in front of him.

He lifts his rod towards the sky, but
the tip remains anchored to the horizon,
pulsing with life. lan shouts something
about a good-sized fish and a need for the
net. Marc and I bound across gullies and
boulders to help, I arrive breathless, just
as Marc glides the net under lan's prize, a

near eight-pounder, We laugh and banter.
It seems hardly possible this trip is the

first we have fished together. Yet it is
only through all being members of B.A.S.S
that we came to know each other before
teaming up for this lrish trip.

On reflection I realise that if I hadn't
joined B.A.S.S L0 years ago I would not
have met and fished with them, or indeed
the many other members whom I have
come to count among my close friends.

So for me, and others, B.A.S.S has proved
to be far more than an organisation
campaigning for bass angling in the UK
to equalthe qualityfound in lreland.
The Society, through being a provider of
internet forums, meetings and fi sh-ins,
has also created a social network that
brings like-minded anglers into contact
with each other.

Whether B.A.S.S can be considered
to provide "care in the bass fishing
community'' is probably not for a bass
addict like me to comment on, Yet without
the Society lwould not now be standing
in the ocean, in another country, sharing a
magical moment with new friends. t5[
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